
Why Run Cross Country @ Tech? 
 

Team/School Pride- Being part of a team gives students a sense of belonging and adds to the pride 
they feel for their school. This is particularly important for students who CHOOSE to change schools 
and come to a new educational environment after 8 or more years of identifying with a different 
school district as "my school." We want our students to take ownership and make York Tech "their 
school;" belonging to a team helps to do this. Being on a team helps students learn about their new 
surroundings. Students learn to trust, care about and rely upon their teammates, not only for sports 
but for academic and social issues as well. Students on the York Tech Cross Country team are 
among the most dedicated, talented and responsible students at the school and in 
recent years our runners have been among the top students in every graduating class. We respect 
one another as individuals but we work together as a team and we have Spartan pride!!!!! Our team is 
on the move- getting stronger every season. 4 years ago we won Tech’s first sports championship in 
20 years and we have solid top runners returning to lead us over the next few years. Individual 
Honor- Although we have been more successful recently, we are still in a re-building phase. Since our 
team membership numbers are generally small, what this means for you is that your chances for 
individual success are greatly improved. Cross Country provides you 
with perhaps your best opportunity to earn a varsity letter in a fall sport- even as an incoming 
freshman, you are eligible to earn a VARSITY letter. 
 

Team Rules 
 

A detailed description of team rules will also be given to anyone interested in participating in Cross 
Country. Obviously, as a PIAA and YAlAA-sanctioned school activity, all rules and regulations of 
those governing bodies and of the school itself apply to the Cross Country team, as do specific TEAM 
rules related to conduct and compliance with coaching instruction- all of which will be distributed to 
runners upon expressing an interest in joining the team. 


